2017-10-19 DSpace 7 Working Group Meeting notes

Date
19 Oct 2017

Discussion (combined Angular UI & REST meeting)

Attendees
- Art Lowel (Atmire)
- Andrea Bollini (4Science)
- Tim Donohue
- Giuseppe Digilio (4Science)
- Mark H. Wood
- William Welling

Notes
- General updates (from Tim)
  - No updates to pass along from Outreachteam Mtg or DSpace Dev Mtg
- Angular UI Team updates (from Art)
  - Merged https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/181
  - Grid / List view PR from Alex: https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/182
  - Slow performance. New observable created (100 times per second?): https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/180
  - Art digging into this
  - New configuration data ticket: https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/issues/183
- Investigated GitHub's "Project Boards" (comparing to Waffle.io)
  - Still not great. Issues & PRs have to be created manually and dragged to boards
  - Waffle is still much better
- MockData questions:
  - Can we use /src/backend/data to see our mock classes?
  - Create a new ticket to track this. Art will do so.
  - Fix existing mock backend, as the data under /src/backend/data is currently not usable
- New Forms discussion here: https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/issues/133
- REST API Updates (from Andrea)
  - Unit test work from Tom. Looks great, just waiting for final updates from Tom
    - https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/1866
  - Lots of discussion of new Submission Config endpoint in contract:
    - https://github.com/DSpace/Rest7Contract/pull/11
    - Better endpoint names? Rename submission-panel => submission-section
    - Should be ready for next meeting: https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/1852
    - Stateless Auth (WIP) coming along well (from Tom)
      - https://github.com/atmire/DSpace/tree/POC_stateless_sessions
- Next Meeting is Thurs, Oct 26 at 15UTC via Google Hangouts
  - NOTE: When daylight savings ends in your region, this meeting will be one hour earlier for you